Jeremiah is a kid who loves basketball and football. His sports heroes include LeBron James, Kyrie Irving and AJ Green. He talks excessively about them and goes to the library to learn more about his heroes. He loves his Cincinnati Bengal jersey which he wears regularly. Jeremiah is very child-like and engages with others at the age levels of 3-5 years old. Those acquainted with him possess a lot of patience, as he constantly seeks attention. He smiles broadly when he is happy and especially when he talks about his grandmother. He will be receiving services to determine what his abilities are and what services would benefit him.

For more information on Jeremiah, contact Todd Pierce at 937-276-1671 or todd.pierce@jfs.ohio.gov; Also Kathy Hatton at 937-276-1687 or kathleen.hatton@jfs.ohio.gov